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Abstract
This paper proposes an Image Retrieval model using Multiple Feature Sets and Arti�cial Neural Network
(IR-MFS-ANN), where the multiple features Histogram of oriented Gradient (HoG), Overlapping Local
Binary Pattern (OLBP), Color and Statistical features are considered. Visual information is one of the
most important data in the �eld of social networking, medicine, military, and these areas contain an
enormous volume of semi-organized and organized heterogeneous information related to explicit
subjects. However, retrieval and usage of suitable information from the comprehensive information
archives are important to meet the content extraction and retrieval challenges. To improve retrieval
performance, the image representation, modeling, scalable algorithm that permit accessing large archives
are integrated into the retrieval framework. The proposed model utilizes ANN to �nd the distance between
feature vectors. The proposed algorithm is tested and analyzed with various retrieval techniques and it is
found that ANN-based image retrieval outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques [1–5]. The proposed
method results in accuracy of 94%, 92%, 95%, and 94% for Wang, Cifar-10, Oxford Flower, and ImageNet
standard databases respectively.

1 Introduction
Due to many image generating resources and tools such as Skitch, Cloudapp, Easel.ly, Placeit, Smush.it,
Recite, Infogr.am, Aviary, etc., for social media and many registered trademarks by the research in various
areas, the size of data is continuously growing on a daily basis. Finding needful information from large
data sources is a necessary task and requires e�cient searching mechanisms for the image data.

Generally, images are retrieved by developing image retrieval systems based on text and image contents.
Text-Based Image Retrieval (TBIR) and Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) are the two types of existing
systems [1]. The TBIR is carried out by two methods: (i) Retrieval by Annotation: The retrieval is �exibly
carried out through the keywords. The images are annotated by text with keywords or descriptors and
stored in a database. By formulating numerical or textual queries based on the annotations, images are
retrieved with this criterion. The manual process of annotation is di�cult in practice. If the volume of
databases is large, requires more manpower, hence it is very di�cult to provide different descriptors due
to the presence of more details in the contents of an image and textual annotations are language-
dependent i.e., the retrieval process should be universal. Human perception is subjective; if humans have
biases it is di�cult to get the correct query with the inclusion of labels. (ii) Retrieval by Semi-Automated
Annotation: If the images have labeled regions, recognition of new and rare phenomena leads to a
challenge. The process of describing a query that represents visual features with the words is di�cult.
The query representation of a visual feature i.e., annotations does not support abstract concepts.

Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a common task of �nding images that meet relevant
descriptions with image content instead of metadata. The retrieval is �exibly carried out through image
features. It permits each image to be described by its own features and takes the task of forming queries
away from the end-user. The retrieval of the whole image is explored earlier but selectivity is a problem.
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Due to descriptors dimensionality [2], indexing is not used. The lookup tables computation, region
describing method do not �t the dynamic dataset.

Need to produce feature set with the dimensionality constraint, use of e�cient similarity matching
method for the retrieval leads to a purpose of developing a model with multiple extracted features along
with ANN to �nd the similarity. The proposed method addresses the image selectivity and dimensionality
problem. Objective: To retrieve images accurately from the dataset through the discriminative visual
features extraction by creating distinct and strong features for obtaining reliable results with the machine
learning approach.

Contribution: The HoG and OLBP descriptors are used along with the color and statistical features as the
basis to extract features. This increases the number of features and improves the performance and
serves as elementary data for decreasing feature dimensionality. The extracted features are cascaded
and stored in a feature vector, which helps to utilize feature information e�ciently in similarity
computation which in turn helps in enhancing model accuracy and reducing model retrieval time [1], [2],
[3], [4], and [5]. Organization: This paper is organized as follows: A brief description of Related Works on
image retrieval is presented in section 2. In section 3, an explanation of the Background work is
presented. The Proposed Method and Algorithm are described in section 4. The Results and Discussions
analysis is depicted in section 5. Section 6 presents the Conclusions.

Table I: Related Works
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Author Concept Algorithm Merits Demerits Performance

Ren et al.,
[2017]

Image
Recognition

Multi-scale
Overlapped
Block LBP
descriptor

Compact
feature
representation

The precision
of the model
is less

51.13%
Average
Precision

Wu et al.,
[2020]

Image
Recognition

Back
Propagation NN

Image format
is
Independent

Consumes
time in the
retrieval
process

97.26%
Accuracy

Takala et
al., [2005]

Image
Retrieval

Local and Global
features,
Minkowski
metric

Obtained
descriptive
details

Performance
analysis is
complex

45.3%
Precision

Liao et al.,
[2020]

Image
Retrieval

GLCM with
Arti�cial Bee
Colony
Algorithm,
Squared
Euclidean
distance metric

Convergence
is fast with
the control
parameters

Inadequate in
the ful�lment
of accuracy
requirement

76%
Precision

Zhang et
al., [2020]

Image
Retrieval

K-mean
Clustering and
Nearest
Neighbour

Provides
better
performance
for the small
number of
samples

Less
scalability

93.65%
Accuracy

Mahale et
al., [2018]

Emotion
Identi�cation

Arti�cial
Information
Integration
algorithm

Requirement
for prior
knowledge of
objects is low

Consumes
time in
information
processing,
Learning time
is more

90%
Accuracy

Firuzi et al.,
[2020]

Image
Matching

Multi-Source
Image Matching
and Bilateral
Matching
methods

Eliminates
incorrect
matches

Optimization
is di�cult

65.1% Recall
Rate

Singh et
al., [2019]

Image
Identi�cation

DW, HoG, LTE,
GLCM and
Tamura features,
SVM, k-NN,
logistic
regression and
LDC

Reduces
features
dimensions

Takes time in
the retrieval
task

98.9%
Accuracy

Khaladi et
al., [2019]

Image
Representation

Multi-Texton
Histogram

Takes less
retrieval time

Does not
eliminates
the incorrect
matches

22.5%
Precision
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Author Concept Algorithm Merits Demerits Performance

Khan et al.,
[2020]

Image
Matching

Texture
Descriptor
algorithm,
Overlapped
Multi-oriented
and Triscale
Local Binary
Pattern
approach

Decreases the
effects of
artefacts

Optimization
is di�cult

65.1% Recall
Rate

Wu et al.,
[2017]

Image
Reconstruction

Image Quality
Enhancement

Eliminates the
effects of
artefacts,
Preserves
image
structures

Domain
dependent

86.3%
Accuracy

Galshetwar
et al.,
[2018]

Image
Retrieval

Feature Learning Preserves
image
structures

Not
considered
complete
microscopic
and
directional
information,

64.81%
Accuracy

2 Related Works
This section describes the momentary facts on the work related to image retrieval.

Ren et al., [6] presented a Multi-Scale Overlapped Block LBP descriptor to recognize the leaf of a plant.
The histograms of LBP are extracted by dividing the image into many overlapping blocks of equal size
and the dimension of the LBP feature is reduced with Principal Component Analysis and Support Vector
Machine(SVM) classi�er in recognition of leaf. Each cell of an overlapped block contributed more than
once to the �nal descriptor; thus the descriptor gives compact, discriminate information to represent leaf
and helps in increasing the performance of recognition.

Wu et al., [7] devised a method to identify and locate the tampered image. The color components are
extracted by transforming the image to the color space with mean deviation and divide the image
vertically into overlapping blocks [8], then applied the two-scale LBP with Discrete Cosine Transform to
compute dispersion degree to classify tamper image using a backpropagation NN. The vertical division
of an image into overlapping blocks generally helps in capturing more pixels compared to horizontal; this
results in increasing detection accuracy of tampered images. The method is not dependent on the format
of the image and takes more time for retrieval.

Takala et al., [9] presented two approaches for CBIR, in the �rst method the image is divided into equal
size blocks, computed histograms used Minkowski distance to measure similarity, and compared the
histogram of each block with the query image. Effective in the retrieval of a single structure and more
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objects in an image. Reduces the size of the image dataset but descriptive power is less because of
di�culty in noticing low-level features and not enough details are present in the case of global features.
The second method divides query images into many blocks of arbitrary size, then computed the
histograms individually and compared with the query image. Useful in obtaining descriptive details of
low-level features, but hard to analyze performance due to the involvement of the user in processing more
number of sub-blocks.

Liao et al., [10] devised LBP with a multi-scale blocks approach for face identi�cation. The average of the
subblocks pixels are taken into consideration instead of individual pixels and similarity is measured by
taking histogram bins absolute difference. An AdaBoost classi�er is used for identi�cation. It is effective
in encoding image patterns of micro/macro structures and fast in feature extraction and the cost is more
due to the block division.

Zhang et al., [11] to detect a face, presented a feature descriptor - Multi-block Local Binary Patterns. The
multi-branch regression tree is used in AdaBoost learning to reduce computation cost and takes less
training time with the reduced feature set. Mahale et al., [12] introduced a framework for detecting
inconsistency in the image using block a division strategy. Divided the image into blocks of equal size,
Then the LBP value for each block is computed and added all the block values. The similarity amongst
the blocks is computed with the Euclidean Distance metric to �nd similarity to check the image
inconsistency. Firuzi et al., [13] presented an approach for monitoring power transformer conditions using
high-level image features extraction with LBP and HoG descriptors. The image is pre-processed for taking
care of noise, resolution, phase shift, and the SVM to classify images. Chaurasia et al., [14] presented a
search methodology for image compression with feature extraction. The time complexity has been
reduced by considering less number of image blocks for comparison. The time consumption for the
process is independent of the image complexity and can be further reduced for the multi-modal features.

Singh et al., [15] proposed an approach for the detection of fruit conditions. The fruit texture features are
extracted with HoG, Discrete Wavelet (DW), Laws Texture Energy (LTE), Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix
(GLCM), Tamura features, and then SVM classi�er is used for monitoring the condition of the object. It
provides accurate accuracy but takes more time for retrieval. Khaldi et al., [16] introduced descriptors to
enhance the discriminative ability of an image. It extracts details of color features, edge gradients and
considers various categories of textons, and represents texture and heterogeneous color images
appropriately. Retrieval time is less but performance is average.

Khan et al., [17] presented a texture descriptor that imparts features such as rotational invariant,
geometrical transformations by capturing macro and microstructures in the texture. The overlapped
multi-oriented and multiscale fusion are considered in Overlapped Multi-oriented Triscale Local Binary
Pattern approach. The descriptor is useful in various texture-based applications. Wu et al., [18] introduced
an approach to enhance the quality of the reconstructed images by exploring the complex structure of an
image with the help of an arti�cial neural network. The incidence of noise is reduced and structure is
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preserved by extracting overlapped patches at random locations for each iteration in an image and is
domain-dependent.

Galshetwar et al., [19] devised a feature learning approach using an Arti�cial Neural Network for image
retrieval. Using gradient computation, the intensity variations at four directions are calculated. The
retrieval accuracy of CBIR is enhanced by taking into account microscopic and directional information.
Arunalatha et al., [20] presented Iris Recognition using Hybrid Domain Features (IRHDF). The frequency
and spatial image features are extracted and combined to obtain a feature set, then similarity match is
computed using Euclidean Distance for the iris detection.

The summary of the related works is given in Table 1. Through the previous studies perceived that the
features combination selection leads to less representative and consumes more time in the retrieval task.
To overcome, the proposed IR-MFS-ANN model is developed towards accurate performance.

3 Background And Motivation
Motivation

A huge number of digital images are captured through technically advanced digital devices for analysis
perspective and deposited in a database. In the case of retrieval applications such as the CBIR technique,
the image multi-modal visual features are extracted to improve the system performance. An increase in
the number of features extracted helps to �nd accurate matches which increases retrieval performance
but consumption of less time in the matching process reduces the retrieval time. Thus, the dimensionality
of the features has to be reduced in order to reduce the matching process time. Hence, there is a need for
appropriate feature extraction, dimensionality reduction, and similarity matching mechanisms for
developing retrieval models. The model shows the improvement in the image selectivity and keeps
descriptor vector constraint to a size that the current similarity �nding algorithm capable of handling.

3.1 Optimization
It is an iterative process of minimizing error function estimate in a local neighborhood of the current point
in Euclidean space.

The basic steps involved in all the methods are: (i) Starting with a preliminary point (ii) Determine search
direction with a particular assumption (ii) move in a search direction that gradually minimizes objective
function (iv) at a speci�c point, a new search direction is discovered and this procedure is repetitive. But
the difference lies in the selection of successive search directions. The Taylor expansion of 1st or 2nd
order is used in the calculation. The steps followed in minimizing the error function are shown in
Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Optimization process
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1: Select W1 -initial weight vector and assign for stepk = 1

2: Find d̃k a search direction and αk a step size, so thatE(w̃k + αkd̃k)cript >

3: Update Weight Vector i. e. w̃k +1 = w̃k + αkd̃k

4: If E' w̃k ≠ 0̃ then assign k = k + 1 and go to step (2) otherwise return w̃k +1 as the chosen is

minimum

where, Wi −  is weight vector, dk −  is search direction, k −  represents the number of steps and E is
error function. Finding the next current-point in the process, consists of two steps, (i) �nd search direction:
direction in Euclidean space to follow, (ii) �nd step size: the direction distance in search space.

In the 2nd step of algorithm 1, assigning negative gradient to search direction and constant to step size,
the algorithm resembles Gradient Descent Method (GDM)[21], it is a Backpropagation (BP) method
without the parameter momentum [22]. The gradient descent is minimized by linear approximation.

The important complexities of optimization methods are 1. Need to store conjugate vectors, complex for
large systems. 2. The solution relies on round-off errors 3. At each step, the length of the error vector
decreases, the error function also decreases but the squared residual may increase 4. No formula for
computing directions.

Several optimization algorithms were developed based on the GD method [23], it depends on the user-
speci�ed parameters, so poor in convergence rate. The reasons for poor results are speci�ed as 1). The
Gradient Descent is minimized by linear approximation; it leads to poor convergence. 2). Constant step
size- is ine�cient and makes the algorithm weak. 3). Momentum term – inclusion makes use of 2nd
order derivative information but its speed is less, this could make the execution of the algorithm weak. 4.
Momentum constant- user-dependent parameter, this constant term introduced in two ways based on
weights update: (a) o�ine: to update weights, considered all patterns information of the training set. (b)
online: to update weights, considered single patterns information of the training set, but shows less
performance towards several applications compared to o�ine due to compatibility of the theory of
optimization. The reason is the presence of redundant information in the large-sized datasets [24] and the
uneven distribution of information (information sparsity).

3.2 Conjugate Directions (CD)
CD method also based on general optimization approach, employed to handle complex systems using
direct methods, selects step size and search direction through the second-order estimate. Because of the
advantage of quadratic equations, crucial points are computed as a solution for the linear system. With
conjugates, search directions linear combination is used from the initial point to crucial point. The crucial
points computed are in N epochs. The crucial point may be a maximum or saddle point, not necessarily
minima [25]. The Hessian matrix assumed positive de�nite only if the Hessian matrix is positive de�nite,

( )
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then quadratic estimate to the error function in weight space has a unique global minimum. In the
iterative process, the inner product is minima for quadratic estimate error function intermediate. The
Hessian matrix eigenvalues fall into multi groups of the same size, then the algorithm probably
terminates within much less than N epochs. The global minimum is computed with the algorithm to a
quadratic function in a maximum of N epochs.

The Hessian matrix assumed positive de�nite, only if the Hessian matrix is positive de�nite then
quadratic estimate to the error function in weight space has a unique global minimum. In the iterative
process, the inner product is minima for quadratic estimate error function intermediate. The Hessian
matrix eigenvalues fall into multi groups of the same size, then the algorithm probably terminates within
much less than N epochs. The global minimum is computed with the algorithm to a quadratic function in
a maximum of N epochs.

3.3 Conjugate Gradients (CG)
It is a conjugate direction approach, the directions are computed sequentially in each step of the iteration
process and are based on gradients so it makes a uniform movement towards the solution in each step.

The strategy takes conjugate system as input and �nds the next conjugate gradient i.e., d̃1, d̃2, d̃3,..... .....

d̃N. In each of the iteration within the weight space of the current-point w̃, CG strategy is applied to the
quadratic approximation Eqw, of the global error function E. Due to the nonquadratic nature of the error

function E w̃ , the algorithm in N steps does not necessarily converge. If it does not restart after N

steps, the values are initialized i.e., initialized d̃k +1 to r̃k +1, residuals are computed [26]. It is valid only if
E = Eqw, thus it converging fast.

The steps involved in the Conjugate Gradient method are shown in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Conjugate Gradient (CG) Method

1: Select W1 weight vector and set d̃1 =r̃1 = − E' w̃1 , k = 1

2: Computer 2nd order information, S̃k= E'' w̃k d̃k,δk = d̃T
kS̃k

3: Compute step size, μk = d̃T
k r̃k,αk =

μk
δk

4: Update weight vector, w̃k +1 = w̃k + αkd̃k, r̃k +1=−E' w̃k +1

5: if kmodN = 0 then repeat from step1, d̃k +1=r̃k +1 otherwise, βk =
( | r̃2

k+1 | ) − r̃T
k+1r̃k

μk
,

d̃k +1 = r̃k +1 + βkd̃k

( )

( )
( )

( )
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6: if steepest descent direction r̃k ≠ 0̃ then set k=k+1 go to step 2 otherwise stop, return w̃k +1 as
minimum desired

Where, d̃k −  is search direction, d̃k +1 −  is new search direction, r̃k −  is residual vector, r̃k +1 −  is new

residual vector, −E' w̃k −  is negative gradient, E'' w̃k −  is Hessian matrix positive de�nite, αk −

is step length, μk −  is step size, δk −  is direction distance, βk −  is improvement in direction.

3.4 Scaled Conjugate Gradients (SCG)
It is used in the learning process, uses the Levenberg-Marquardt approach [27] for computing the step
size. The steps involved in the process are depicted in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) Algorithm

1: Select W1 weight vector and scalars - σ, λ1, λ̃1 i. e. ,  0cript > , 0cript >  and

Set d̃1 =r̃1 = − E' w̃1 , k = 1 and condition=true

2: if condition = true then compute the 2nd order information i. e. ,  σk =
σ

d̃k
,

S̃k =
( E' ( w̃k ) +σkd̃k ) −E' w̃k )

σk
 , δk = d̃k

TS̃k

3: Scale δk, δk = δk +(λk − λ̃k) | d̃k | 2

4: if δk ≤  0 then do-Hessian matrix positive de�nite, λ̃k=2(λk −
δk

| d̃k | 2 , δk=-δk +
λk

| d̃k | 2 , λk=λ̃k

5: Compute step size, μk = d̃k
Tr̃k,αk =

μk
δk

6: Compute Comparison parameter,

Δk =
2δk[(E w̃k − E(w̃k + αkd̃k))]

μ2
k

7: if Δk ≥ 0 then reduction in error has done successfully, w̃k +1 = w̃k + αkd̃k,

r̃k +1 =-E’(w̃k +1), λ̃k = 0, condition=true

if kmodN = 0 then repeat from step1,

( ) ( )

( )

| |
( )

( )
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d̃k +1 =r̃k +1 else βk= 
| r̃k+1 | 2−r̃k+1

Tr̃k
μk

, d̃k +1=r̃k +1+βkd̃k

8: if Δk ≥ 0.75, then reduce scale parameter, λ̃k=
1
4λk,

condition=false end if if Δk cript >  0.25, then increment scale parameter,

λk =λk +
δk ( 1−Δk )

| d̃k | 2

9: if steepest descent direction r̃k ≠ 0̃ then set k=k+1 go to step 2 otherwise stop, return w̃k +1 as
minimum desired

The algorithm presents a scalar λk for regulating Hessian matrix inde�niteness to overcome the
complexity with it. It adjusts λk using a constant factor in every iteration with reference to the δk sign
assistance to ensure Hessian matrix is not positive de�nite by this process repetitiveness. To obtain the
optimal solution in the case of Hessian matrix positive de�nite, a comparison parameter is used. It is a
measure of the quadratic estimate of the error function, for the better approximation it should be nearer to
1.

CG method is used in the training process, suits for large scale problems, relevant and alternative to
learning algorithms. The parameters that can be eliminated includes user-dependent parameters [21], [25],
[26], [28]. The CGM introduced by (CGL) [29], [30]: Theoretically described to employ feed-forward NN and
it is faster compared to BP algorithm. Battiti and Masulli [31], have introduced a variation of the standard
conjugate gradient method, the one-step Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno memoryless quasiNewton
algorithm (BFGS), as an alternative learning algorithm. It works faster than BP. But computation
complexity is high, Both CGL and BFGS to compute step size with line search contains many
computations (a) global error function or (b) derivatives of it, in each iteration of learning which leads to
complexity.

CG fails, due to error function nonquadratic nature and thus works with functions of Hessian positive
de�nite. Gives poor convergence with respect to quadratic approximations. For the error function E, the
Hessian matrix show inde�nite at various locations in the weight space. So to regulate Hessian de�nite
inde�niteness, introduced scalar factor based on L-M approach in CG called Scaled Conjugate Gradient
method. This approach works on the basis of the model trust region strategy. Scaled Conjugate Gradients
(SCG) uses the Levenberg-Marquardt approach [27] for computing the step size.

4 Proposed Method

( )
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The architecture of an ANN-based CBIR model - IR-MFS-ANN is depicted in Fig. 1. The proposed
framework has four phases namely Preprocessing, Feature Extraction, Training, and Testing, or Image
Retrieval. At the initial phase, the images from the databases are imported and they are resized to 32 ∗
32, forwarded to the feature extraction phase. In the feature extraction phase, extracted the features of
images and are cascaded and stored in the matrix. In the training phase, the Arti�cial Neural Network
(ANN) is trained using extracted features. In the training phase initially, the query image is pre-processed
and then the features are extracted and cascaded, then the trained ANN is tested for the query image.
Finally, the system performance is evaluated in the form of accuracy.

 

The steps followed in evaluating retrieval performance are shown in Algorithm 4. The appropriate
features extracted are fused to make it more discriminative and stored in the feature vector. Using ANN,
the features are trained in order to make the parameters that exist in the training data are distributed
properly in the test data and the �nal data in order to apply the algorithm. The similarity matching is
computed to determine the accuracy of the retrieval process.

Algorithm 4: Image Retrieval

Input: Database images

Output: Retrieval Accuracy

1: Extraction of color, texture, statistical features from the database images with features descriptors

2: Feature cascading

3: Construction of Feature Vector from the extracted features

4: Training of features with ANN

5: Compute similarity match through the feature

vectors comparison of query and database images

6. Evaluate Performance

 

4.1 Feature Extraction
The feature extraction step is crucial because the proposed model performance relay on the features of
training data in the image retrieval process. The Machine Learning strategies emphasize discriminative
models for retrieval tasks.
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4.1.1 Texture Features
• Overlapping LBP features:

In the proposed method, the �xed-size blocks division approach is used for addressing the spatial
properties of images. The image is divided into sub-images of �xed-size blocks and these are overlapped
[9]. The histograms for each of the image sub-blocks are drawn i.e., sub-histograms, and the LBP operator
is employed for these overlapped blocks to compute the distribution of local binary patterns, then formed
a single histogram of an image representation by combining each of these sub-histograms. The
mathematical equation for the division and histogram formation of an image is represented with
Equation (1) and Equation (2).

I − Block = B1 + B2 + . . . . + Bn =
N

∑
n=1

 I − blocki

1

I − Hist = H1 + H2 + . . . . + Hn =
N

∑
n=1

 I − histi

2
To obtain Overlapping LBP features, the process is continued for all the database images i.e. for n
images, n LBP operators are used and obtained n LBP codes which are combined to form a vector of
nLBP codes with Equation (3).

nLBP =
N

∑
n=1

LBP IN

3
The LBP operator is frequently used for greyscale images in generating binary code for each pixel. In the
proposed method, the LBP operator is used for a color image. Where, initially red, green, and blue
components are individually extracted and stored in a matrix after employing LBP to color constituents
distinctly. For e.g., 3∗3 pixels cell, starting from an upper left pixel in a clockwise direction, the centre
pixel compared with and subtracted from neighbouring pixels. The corresponding cell will be assigned
with a value less than or equal to 0 or 1. The value obtained is a binary number taken into account in a
clockwise direction from the upper left corner of all cells. The decimal value is computed by considering
weights in the corresponding cells [13], [32] is shown in Fig. 2. The procedure of computing the LBP code
using Equation (4) is shown in Fig. 3.

 

( )
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LBPp, r =
p−1

∑
p=0

Th(Np − Cc)2p

4
where, Np – neighbourhood pixels in each block is thresholded by Cc - center pixel, p is sampling points, 

R – radius for 3 ⋆ 3 cell i.e., 1, coordinates of Cc is (0,0) and Np = x + Rcos
2πp

P , y − Rsin
2πp

P  binary

threshold function.

Th(v) =
0, ifx ≤ 0
1, ifx ≥ 0

5
Even though LBP is computationally simple, limited in structural information capture, uses the only
difference in pixels, ignore magnitude information. Increases computation complexity with respect to
time and space as the exponential increase in the size of features with the neighbor number. it is not
invariant to rotations [33]. In some cases, the distribution of features is not uniform, it is accounted in
terms of a number of transitions between 0 and 1 or 1 and 0 represented as t. The number of transitions
between 0 and 1 or 1 and 0 i.e., t is irregular, so the distribution of features is not uniform. Hence, for
uniformity measure, t is considered as less than or equal to 2. In mapping of uniform LBP, for every
uniform pattern separate label is assigned and for every non-uniform pattern assigned a single label
(neglected) by considering assumption – in natural images, many of the LBPs are uniform (90%) [33].
Uniform LBP gives comparatively better performance by reducing the dimensionality of the features, but
it has no rotation invariant. This issue can be repressed with the use of rotated LBP i.e., RLBP.

Computing dominant direction in the neighborhood through shifting weights of LBP operator circularly
and using the difference of magnitude. The dominant direction is nothing but the maximum difference
between neighboring pixels from the central pixel and it is considered as a reference.

4.1.2 Color Features
A signi�cant direct component that individuals see as soon as seeing the color image. The Vision
perception of humans is with time gentle to color information compared to indistinct proportions. Thus, it
is the crucial opponent used for feature extraction. To describe color substance, the usual strategy used is
Color histogram. In the proposed model RGB and LAB color features for image retrieval are used.

RGB Feature

RGB is a color space, generally familiar for images ever since the digital systems started using the
necessary color components (Red, Green, Blue) for showing any seeming color. Each pixel within a screen
is made by the essential components and animated through the color primaries of the electron gun
individually [34]. Moreover, perceptually the RGB color space is not uniform, so separation of color in it
does not relate to a color discrepancy in observation. With respect to this, changing information of an

{
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image in it to the other perceptual constant space before feature extraction. The image RGB constituents
are extracted distinctly in the proposed method.

LAB Features

It is a color space and device-independent, to specify a color uses a three-axis system (L - luminance axis,
a - green to the red axis, and b - blue to yellow). The Human Vision system recognizes this continuous
uniform change in the color distribution due to consistent dispersion along the axis [35]. The conversion
of RGB image to LAB in the color space helps to extract image global features.

4.1.3 Histogram oriented Gradient (HoG)
HoG descriptors represent images with the help of very important details of an image. It breaks down the
complete image into smaller portions (localized regions) and for each portion, it calculates gradient and
orientation. Finally generates histograms for all the regions and counts the gradient orientation
occurrences [13].

• Block Normalization: L1 normalization is the summation of the absolute values of the vector. The non-
normalized vector v consists of all histograms in a block ||v | | k is vector k-norm (k = 0, 1, 2) and e is a
small constant. The normalization factor is one among Equations (6), (7), and (8).

L2norm: f =
v

||v | | 2
2 + e2

6

L1norm: f =
v

||v | | 1 + e

7

L1sqt: f =
v

(||v| | 1 + e)

8
V - is a vector, ||v | | k- vector size with its norm k

4.1.4 Statistical Features
Mean (Averaging �lter): The individual pixel intensity contribution for the whole image is the mean
value, works on a sliding window size of m*n through �nding the normal of all pixels values within
the window and replacing center pixel value in the main image along with the resulted value.
Mathematically Mean is given by Equation (9)

√

√
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f(x,y)=\frac{1}{mn}\sum _{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }g(r,c)
9
Here, g(r,c) is a noisy image, W Sliding Window, c and r stands column and rows.

Variance: Computes variation of each pixel from the centre pixel to divide image pixel region in
�nding out sharp details such as edges [36]. Mathematically variance is given by Equation (10)

\tilde{f}(x,y)=\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum _{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }{\left(g(r,c)-\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum
_{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }\left(g\right(r,c)\right)}^{2}
10
Here, \overline{f}(i,j) is mean of the image block.

Standard Deviation (SD): It speci�es the presence of pixel deviations from the mean [36].
Mathematically SD is given by Equation (11)

\tilde{f}(x,y)=\sqrt{\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum _{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }{\left(g(r,c)-\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum
_{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }\left(g\right(r,c)\right)}^{2}}
11

Kurtosis: Speci�es the distribution of frequency in noise reduction after the removal of low
frequencies in case of separating the image from the noise and its contents. It is a [37] measure of
the probability distribution shape of a random variable [36]. Mathematically kurtosis is given by
Equation (12)

\tilde{f}(x,y)=\frac{\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum _{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }\left(\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum
_{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }g\right(r,c)-\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum _{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }g(r,c){)}^{4}}{\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum
_{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }\left(\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum _{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }g\right(r,c)-\frac{1}{mn-1}\sum
_{(r,c)ϵW}\text{ }g(r,c){)}^{2}}
12

4.2 Arti�cial Neural Network (ANN)
ANN resembles a biological neural network, it has different elements called neurons that operate in
parallel. only if the sum of multiplication of inputs, and weights with the addition of bias is positive at the
node then ANN discharges energy to the next element otherwise energy will not be discharged. In ANN, all
the nodes are interconnected with the adjacent nodes. Here, the input to a node is the weighted sum of
the outcome of all the other nodes [38]. The weight Wj is the multiplicative weighing factor among the
input node i and output node j.

ANN is a non-linear and adaptive system that learns to perform functions from data. ANN is said to be
adaptive because it can change its parameters when the parameters of the system change in its training
phase. After training the parameters of the network are �xed then this network is used to solve the
problems. There are two modes of operation one is feed-forward mode and another one is
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backpropagation mode. In the proposed method, implemented ANN has one input and one output layer
with one or two hidden layers. In the backpropagation method, the error is computed by comparing output
every time with the target. The weight of the ANN is adjusted to reduce the error every time when the
weight changes and the neural model get closer to the targeted output.

In the proposed system, a conjugate gradient backpropagation algorithm is used as a training method
and a Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) method as a learning method [39]. Because of the effortlessness
of their cycle, numerical productivity, and low memory necessities, SCGs are used as learning methods.
The steps of SCG are shown in algorithm 3.

For feedforward neural networks, SCG is a supervised-learning algorithm and member of the class of
conjugate gradient methods, highly-automated, does not consist of critical user-dependent parameter,
sidesteps a time-consuming line search, which CGL and BFGS use in each iteration to �nd an appropriate
step size.

4.3 Arti�cial Neural Network (ANN) Training
In the proposed system ANN is used as a classi�er, initially, the ANN is trained for classi�cation. A special
method is used, where initially two sets of features are selected randomly and they are cascaded one by
one, later a target data is created by comparing two sets of features. If both of the features are from the
same class then minimum distance ‘0’ is assigned else maximum distance ‘1’ is assigned. Then the
cascaded features are given as input data to ANN, and the obtained data is considered as target data. In
the proposed method, a total of 1000 images are used for the training and they belong to 10 different
classes. Fig. 4 shows the ANN training procedure.

In the �rst row of Fig. 4, the feature number 36 indicates that the image belongs to the 3rd class and 64
indicates that the image belongs to the 6th class as the two elements belong to different classes and the
target is assigned to 1. In the 4th row, feature numbers show that they belong to the same class so the
target is assigned to ‘0’. Each of the features used for training has a size of 1*6657. So totally the training
data has the size of 100*13314 and the target has the size of 100 *1 samples.

 

5 Results And Discussions
An ANN-based CBIR model - IR-MFS-ANN is executed in MATLAB with an i5 processor of 4 GB RAM. Three
publicly available databases are used to measure the model performance with respect to the accuracy,
retrieval time, accuracy with respect to a varying number of features. The method is analyzed, compared
to the prevailing methods.

5.1 Datasets
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In the proposed framework three different databases are used, namely WANG, CIFAR-10 and OXFORD
FLOWERS [1] for image retrieval each of the databases have colored photographs of different objects and
they are classi�ed into different classes.

WANG: It has 10 classes each of the class has 100 images totally it has 1000 images [1] [40] with a
dimension of 384x256 among 1000 images; 900 are used in training and 100 are for testing.

Oxford Flower: It contains images of �owers that are commonly present in the U.K. It has 17 classes
and each class has 80 images, a total of 1360 images [1] [41], among 1360 images; 1020 are used in
training and 340 for testing.

CIFAR-10 : It contain totally 6000 images[1] [42] with dimension 32x32. It is categorized into 10
classes each class has 6000 images, among 6000 images; 5000 are used in training and 1000 for
testing. Each image accompanies a "�ne" name (the class to which it has a place) and a "coarse"
name (the superclass to which it has a place).

ImageNet: It contains 14,197,122 images [1] used in classi�cation and retrieval of multi-class
images. We have considered 3 classes, a total of 8000 images with the dimension of 384 ∗ 256;
6000 are used in the process of training and 2000 for testing.

5.2 Performance Analysis

5.2.1 Training and Validation Performance
The target data is divided in to three groups i.e., training - 70%, validation - 15% and testing - 15%.

(a) The Training Performance: The input to the network is 12960 features, the number of hidden units is
2, the output unit is one. The training of network takes place with respect to the CG Method. The values of
weights and biases are tuned with respect to the training parameters of it. The training parameters are
shown in the Table 2. The record about the performance of training, validation and test is maintained.
The training process stops by following the speci�ed conditions: upon reaching the maximum iterations,
exceeds maximum speci�ed time, minimising performance to target, gradient performance reaches under
minimum speci�ed gradient value, number of failures go beyond speci�ed.
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Table 2
Conjugate Gradient method

parameters
Parameters Value

Number of epochs 1000

Time in seconds in�nity

Gradient 1e-6

Sigma 5.0e-5

Lambda 5.0e-7

Number of failures 6

Performance in�nite

Training Performance plot

The best training performance of 1.40002e-07 is obtained in the iteration. The graph in Fig. 5, shows the
training record error value v/s the number of training epochs. In the training process, the error decreases
after a speci�c number of epochs. On the validation set, the error may increment, once NN begins
over�tting the training data. The best performance is taken from the epoch when the validation error is
low.

Training state plot

The training state values from the record of training are shown in Fig. 6. The gradient value at epoch is
9.8743e-07, training time is 28 seconds, performance is 1.40e-07, the number of validation checks is 0.

(b) The Validation Performance: The SCG method is used for the learning process. The network learns
with the SCG optimization, the parameter values are obtained from the record of training and tuned with
respect to the parameters of SCG as shown in the Table 3. The NN stops learning, if the performance on
validation vectors does not increment or same value for maximum number of failures i.e., failure of
validation vectors. To check the NN generalization, the test vectors are used.

The learning process stops by following these speci�ed conditions: upon reaching the maximum
iterations, exceeds maximum speci�ed time, minimising performance to target, gradient performance
reaches under minimum speci�ed gradient value, number of failures go beyond speci�ed, \mu value go
beyond its speci�ed maximum value.
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Table 3
Scaled Conjugate Gradient

method parameters
Parameters Value

Number of epochs 1000

Time in seconds in�nity

Gradient 1e-6

Sigma 5.0e-5

Lambda 5.0e-7

Number of failures 6

Performance in�nite

Initial mu 0.001

Mu decrement 0.1

Mu increment 10

Mu Max 1e10

Validation Performance plot

The best validation performance of 23.2352ms is obtained in the iteration. The graph of in Fig. 7, shows
Mean Square Error value v/s the number of epochs. In the training process, the error decreases after a
speci�c number of epochs, but over validation set error may increment, once NN begins over�tting the
training data. The best performance is taken from the epoch when the validation error is low.

Validation state plot

The validated values from the record of training are shown in Fig. 8. The gradient value at epoch is 29.5,
value is 0.01, training time is 1 second, performance 7.55secs. the number of validation checks is 6.

5.2.2 Retrieval Accuracy and Time
The proposed IR-MFS-ANN method performance is analyzed with respect to the accuracy, retrieval time,
Retrieval Accuracy v/s Number of Features, and comparisons are made to the state-of-the-art methods [2],
[3], [4], and [5].

Retrieval Accuracy: It is the fraction of a number of actual likelihoods to the total number of likelihoods. It
is given by using Equation (13)

Accuracy=\frac{TP+TN}{TP+TN+FP+FN}
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13

The parameters, TP – True positive, FP – False positive, TN - True negative and FN- False negative. TP is
the number of samples that belong to the retrieved class. FP is the number of samples that belong to the
retrieved class but are non-relevant. FN is the number of samples not retrieved but is relevant samples
and TN is the number of samples not belong to the retrieved class and are non-relevant. For the image
retrieval model, the performance measures are considered with the limitation of giving ”one” as actual
value to the retrieved relevant image and ”zero” for the retrieved non-relevant image. Thus the values of
TN and FN become zero. The accuracy values are tabulated in Table 4. The proposed method attains an
average accuracy of 0.94, 0.92, 0.95, and 0.94 for various images from Wang, Cifar-10, Oxford Flower,
and ImageNet standard databases respectively.

Table 4
Accuracy and Retrieval Time of IR-MFS-ANN

Dataset Accuracy (%) Retrieval Time (Sec)

Wang 94 12.59

Cifar-10 92 09.54

Oxford Flower 95 11.35

ImageNet 94 10.60

Retrieval Time

The time from the point at which an image is requested to the point at which the retrieval system retrieves
the image. The proposed method retrieval time values are tabulated in Table 4. The retrieval time is 12.59,
9.54, 11.35, and 10.60 seconds for various images from standard Wang, Cifar-10, Oxford Flower, and
ImageNet databases respectively.

5.2.3 Retrieval Accuracy v/s Number of Features
The accuracy performance with respect to the number of features is shown in Table 5 and depicted in the
Fig. 9. It depicts that the accuracy purely depends on the extracted number of features through the input
image. Totaly four sets of features are extracted from the images namely OLBP, Color, Statistical and HoG
features. Initially, the system is tested with the Color feature alone that is shown in Fig. 9 in blue color for
that it produces an accuracy of 84%. After that the system is tested with OLBP and Color features for that
the system produces the accuracy of 86% that is depicted in orange color. Then the system is tested with
75% of features that is OLBP, Color, and statistical feature for that it produces the accuracy of 88% that is
depicted in light green color. Finally, the system is tested with all the features for that it produces the
accuracy of 94%, it is shown in light blue color. Overall the system produces comparatively better
accuracy when the greater number of features are added to the system and it is shown in the Table 4.
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Table 5
Model Performance on Wang Dataset

Features Accuracy(%)

Color 84

Color + OLBP 86

Color+OLBP+Statistical 88

Color+OLBP+Statistical+HoG 94

Table 6
Comparison of Accuracy of IR-MFS-ANN

Dataset Method Accuracy (%)

Wang IR-MFS-ANN 94

KNN [3] 82

CNN [4] 80

Color [2] 88

ED [5] 81

Cifar-10 IR-MFS-ANN 92

KNN [3] 84

CNN [4] 72

Color [2] 81

ED [5] 80

Oxford Flower IR-MFS-ANN 95

KNN [3] 94

CNN [4] 89

Color [2] 93

ED [5] 87

ImageNet IR-MFS-ANN 94

KNN [3] 92

CNN [4] 92

Color [2] 94

  ED [5] 92
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5.3 Performance Comparison
Comparison of Retrieval Accuracy

The retrieval accuracy of various methods for various databases is tabulated in Table 6. The proposed
method IR-MFS-ANN is compared with existing methods [2–5] for performance analysis is shown in
Fig. 10. It illustrates that the proposed approach produces accuracy higher than the existing approaches.

Table 7
Retrieval Time comparison with the existing methods

Dataset IR-MFS-ANN KNN[3] CNN[4] Color[2] ED[5]

Wang 12.59 17.94 21.74 13.75 12.88

Cifar-10 09.54 23.29 27.61 12.19 15.93

Oxford Flower 11.35 24.87 26.88 13.22 14.21

ImageNet 10.60 16.00 15.22 10.68 11.66

Comparison of Retrieval Time

The retrieval time of various methods for various databases is tabulated in Table 7. The comparisons are
made with the state-of-the-art methods [2–5] and are shown in Fig. 11. It illustrates that the systems
without classi�ers have low retrieval time and the systems with classi�ers require more time.

6 Conclusions
An ANN-based CBIR model - IR-MFS-ANN is proposed. Image analysis is performed using ANN and
retrieved more true positive samples. The retrieval time of the model is decreased due to the extraction of
multiple features with color, statistical, OLBP and HoG descriptors. The model is validated and result
shows 94%, 86%, 95% and 94% of average accuracy for Wang, Cifar-10, Oxford Flower, and ImageNet
standard databases respectively which are comparatively better than the existing methodologies [2–5].
The extracted features combination adds more descriptive information to the retrieval process thus it
makes the model �exible in retrieving images. Developing framework which provides recommendation
based results to ful�l user requirements based on deep learning technique is important. In future, with the
deep features proposed model can be evaluated.
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System Architecture
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Figure 2

LBP Computation

Figure 3

LBP Code
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Figure 4

ANN Training Data Model
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Figure 5

Conjugate Gradient Training performance plot

Figure 6

Conjugate Gradient Training State plot
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Figure 7

Scaled Conjugate Gradient Validation performance plot
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Figure 8

Scaled Conjugate Gradient Validation state plot

Figure 9

Accuracy v/s Number of Features
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Figure 10

Comparison of Accuracy of various methods on Datasets
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Figure 11

Comparison of Retrieval Time of various methods on Datasets


